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priors to !ll in missing regions such that each

strand is attached to the scalp geometry. While these ad-hoc so-

lutions work reasonably well for simple, relatively straight hair

styles, they generally fail to model hair styles with high curvature.

Furthermore, the accuracy of the inferred internal structure of hair,

which is particularly important for hair animation, has never been

validated with captured data.

To address this fundamental limitation of image-based methods,

we explore 3D acquisition techniques that do not su"er from occlu-

sion. In particular, we employ computed tomography (CT) using

X-ray for its high resolution and large scan volumes. Because X-rays

can pass through objects, we can obtain density volumes of the

entire region of interest. While CT has been widely used for 3D

reconstruction of human tissues or general objects [Rückert et al.

2022], recovering complete human hair strands from CT is a non-

trivial task due to the thin structure of the strands and the limited

resolution and noise inherent in CT imaging. In this paper, our goal

is to enable accurate reconstruction of 3D hair strands from diverse

real-world hair wigs1 using industrial CT scanners2.

To this end, we present CT2Hair, a fully automatic framework for

creating high quality 3D hair models using computed tomography.

Our method takes as input the 3D density volume of a hair wig, and

generates a set of 3D curves representing individual hair strands.

To handle the noise and limited resolution of density volumes, we

employ a coarse-to-!ne approach. We !rst estimate a 3D orientation

!eld from a noisy density volume, and extract reliable sparse guide

strands using the estimated 3D orientation !eld. Then, we populate

the scalp with strands using a neural interpolation method inspired

by Neural Strands . Finally, the generated strands

are further re!ned with optimization such that they accurately

conform to the input density volume. Importantly, because our

framework does not have hand crafted priors for particular hair

types, we can recover extremely diverse hair styles in a uni!ed

framework. Furthermore, our strand representation is ready to use

in many downstream tasks in computer graphics, such as physically-

based simulation and rendering.

In our experiments, we evaluate our design choices, and demon-

strate the robustness and e"ectiveness of our approach over image-

based solutions. We also show our reconstruction results from ac-

quired density volumes of various hair styles, showcasing the ro-

bustness of our approach. Upon publication, we will publicly release

both the raw density data and the reconstructed strands for at least

ten hair styles.

Our contributions can be summarized as:

• The !rst work to use computed tomography to robustly

reconstruct complete hair strands, without hallucinating the

hair volume interior.

• A coarse-to-!ne 3D curve reconstruction framework that

handles noise and blurriness in 3D density volumes.

1Many hair wigs are made of real human hair, and hairdressers can stylize wigs to
create natural hair styles, making them virtually indistinguishable from real hair
2Industrial CT scanners are a better choice over medical scanners for our work. Medical
scanners are optimized for X-ray dose e$ciency and acquisition speed at the expense
of losing geometric details. In contrast, industrial scanners are able to capture larger
scanning volumes with higher resolutions at the cost of scanning time. Note that
industrial CT scanners are unsuitable for human head for safety reasons.

• Code and data to facilitate future research on 3D hair recon-

struction from computed tomography.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we brie%y review prior work in hair geometry model-

ing and editing including image-based techniques. We also describe

prior uses of radiography in computer graphics.

2.1 Hair Geometry Modeling and Editing

The di$culty of 3D hair modeling mainly comes from the large

number of hair strands (typically more than 100,000) and the wide

variety of hair styles. Several user-friendly interactive tools have

been developed for intuitive modeling and editing of 3D hair mod-

els. proposed a multiresolution modeling

system. presented a sketching interface that takes

user’s strokes as input. introduced Hair Meshes,

which enables intuitive strand-level 3D hair modeling by converting

low-res polygonal meshes into hair strands. 3D haptic input inter-

faces or virtual reality display devices

have also shown to be useful for interactive hair modeling.

presented a deep learning based interactive tool

for 3D hair modeling from 2D sketches.

Similarly, various representations have been proposed for mod-

eling 3D hair. presented level-of-detail represen-

tations that can e$ciently model individual strands, clusters, and

strips of hair. proposed a Super-Helix strand

representation for realistic and stable simulation.

proposed a hair style synthesis and editing method that uses ex-

emplary hair models and 2D feature maps. A parametric 3D curve

model for hair strands was proposed by The

curve model can be used for several applications for hair modeling,

such as hair synthesis, interpolation, and data !tting.

proposed a 3D vector !eld based hair modeling method that inter-

actively models the 3D %ows of hair strands and their curliness in a

volumetric manner. We refer to and

for a more exhaustive list of work in the area. While these

approaches facilitate the modeling of diverse hair styles, manual

creation by hair modelers is di$cult to scale. In contrast, our work

enables fully automatic reconstruction of 3D hair models with a

wide range of hair styles.

2.2 Image-based Hair Modeling

Image-based modeling is a promising alternative to manual model-

ing because it can achieve higher quality with lower e"ort. While

RGB images are the most popular imaging modality, depth sen-

sors or thermal imaging

are also utilized for image-based hair modeling. Regard-

less of the imaging modality, the common approach is to use 2D

orientation maps

2D orientation maps are computed from captured

images using 2D kernels such as a Gabor !lter. They are used as a

geometric constraint such that the reconstructed 3D hair strands are

consistent with the 2D orientation maps when they are projected to

the view

It
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Fig. 11. Side-by-side comparison of input density volume (1st, 3rd, and 5th rows) and output strands (2nd, 4th, and 6th rows). Please refer to the supplemental

video and document for more hair styles and their visualizations.
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Fig. 4. Visual comparisons between the volume rendering and our reconstructed strands. We also show captured images of our used wigs in the first column.
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